I am glad to introduce myself as XXXXX, a citizen of India. I completed my 10th grade from
CBSE board in 2017 and scored 10.0 CGPA marks. I recently completed my 12th grade from
CBSE board. I passed with flying colors and scored 82.3% marks.
My passion for law stemmed from my introduction to international law through Model United
Nations and grew with the several hundred hours spent in research on various international
laws, treaties, and numerous conventions. Model UNs were my gateway to the vast world of
diplomacy, intellect, and in-depth understanding that goes behind in making these complex yet
once made, obvious laws. Law has always been an area of interest, but the transition from
interest to passion happened with the advent of one incident that is to date vividly stored in my
memory.
My passion for Law has led me to read so much more about the fascinating subject and each
article, book or case study ever more enlightening than the previous. I'd spend days and days
just analyzing a law, trying to justify its existence, try to reason with the author on its need, try to
observe and imagine its applications.
This streamlined my course choice in the best possible manner, and it was abundantly clear
what I wished to pursue. My actions spoke for themselves, and I knew that law was the right
subject for me.
While reading long legal articles or watching legal trials, it made me realize how when others
would be easily bored or distracted, and I could never imagine losing my focus and missing out
even the minutest of details. I always had an interest in reading about cases that were poles
apart from each other and try to find similarities between the strategy used, between the plea,
between the evidence provided and It'd be a fun taxing exercise that I'd thoroughly enjoy due to
the sheer pleasure it gave when you'd find such a similarity or have a eureka moment. I'd
always practice opening or closing statements in my head in little ways wherein I could improve
them. Law went from a subject that piqued my interest to being one that consumed my brain
cells. I've grown to not only be fond of the subject but to realize its importance and ever-growing
relevance while keeping in mind the huge historical significance that is often overlooked.
Considering my passion and interest, the Bachelor of Laws program will be a perfect fit for me
because I will be able to study law academically. The course will polish my abstract and
problem-solving skills. It will develop an intellectual strength in me, and I will be able to
approach modern legal problems differently. Pursuing legal studies will bring out a strong sense
of justice in me, which will allow me to analyze and question the loopholes in the system. It will
give me a chance to make a difference realistically.
In the Bachelor of Laws course, I will get to study interesting subjects such as Foundations of
Law, which will help me to gain the knowledge of the basic concepts; Commercial Law, which
will help me understand the body of law dealing with issues of trade and commerce; Public
International Law and more. I will also learn the practical applications of the concepts which will
help me to apply the concepts in real life.
I am aiming to pursue further education after the completion of my Bachelor's studies. I believe
that master's studies strengthen the foundational concepts and help one to achieve expertise in

a field. I will be practicing as a lawyer in the long-term in India because my parents live in India,
and I want to reside with my parents in the future.
My education is being sponsored by my parents. I am applying for a Student Visa. I am
completely aware of the below-listed conditions that need to be fulfilled.
I am confident that with my capability, dedication, and my desire to learn the law, I will surely
succeed in my endeavor of studying the Bachelor of Laws program and excel in it. I am
thankful for this opportunity to express myself and will be grateful if my application is
considered.

